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Conference Background  
 
The recent corporate scandals accompanied by a number of corporate failures, have placed 
the corporate governance systems of modern business and financial organizations under 
closer scrutiny. Lapses in the personal and professional integrity of top executives, 
widespread use of tax avoidance schemes on the personal and corporate levels, excessive 
risk-taking and distorted incentives have undermined confidence in financial markets and led 
to substantial erosion of trust in the institutions of modern economic systems. As a result, 
investors and regulators are putting pressure on corporations and banks to improve their 
leadership development policies, to rethink their relationships with shareholders and other 
stakeholders, strengthen corporate boards as part of a wide-ranging reform of corporate 
governance.  
 
In response, academics have developed a number of theoretical perspectives on the roles 
and functions of firm-level governance mechanisms in different organizational and 
institutional contexts. Economics and finance researchers place emphasis on agency conflicts 
between managers and shareholders and their detrimental effects on resource allocation and 
organizational efficiency. Legal literature on corporate governance argues the importance of 
compliance and focuses on the relationship between the board of directors and the 
corporation, as corporate law restrains opportunistic behaviour by devising rules to regulate 
the actions of the board of directors, and not of managers generally. Finally, institutional and 
sociology perspectives see the main role of corporate governance in securing organizational 
legitimacy among stakeholder groups such as shareholders, employees, consumers, and 
larger society.  
 
These diverse and often conflicting theoretical perspectives suggest that corporate 
governance mechanisms of modern industrial and financial organizations are exposed to a 
wider range of demands and pressures than was previously understood. It becomes clear 
that corporate governance should play important roles that go beyond profit maximization 
and legal compliance and include wider societal objectives. Therefore, to find the true 
sources of weakness in modern systems of corporate governance, there is a need to take a 
longer-term and more holistic view on the recent evolution of the governance mechanisms, 
their interaction with macro-institutional factors such as “hard” and “soft” legal regimes, 
cognitive expectations of stakeholders, and the role of regulatory bodies on both national 
and international levels.  
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